
SMILERS CATALOGUE NEWS – Q2 2007  
 Machin Smilers Sheet - on-going distribution problems and a surprise 

error!  

As of 30th June 2007,  the author of this web site is still awaiting delivery of his standing order 
for the Machin Smilers Sheets. On checking with Tallents House we have learned that Royal 
Mail eventually received these from the printers, Cartor, on Saturday 16th June 2007, some 11 
days after the official release date. First Day covers of these Smilers stamp/labels will be dated 
5th June 2007 despite the fact that these sheets were not in Royal Mail's possession on that 
date. We understand. Royal Mail special hand-stamp centres will continue to service first day 
covers up to 5th July 2007 because of this delay.   

In addition, we have leaned from an entirely different source, of yet another curious Royal Mail 
error which features on the Machin Smilers sheet. The 8d bright vermillion (not scarlet as listed), 
as it appears at column 2 row 3,  is dated 1 July 1969 on the Machin Smilers sheet. Its actual 
issue date was a year earlier on 1 July 1968, a short-lived issue which was replaced some 6 
months later on 6 January 1969 by the 8p Turquoise Blue. Whilst we understand there are no 
plans to recall this sheet for the time being, it will be interesting to see that if re-prints are 
required whether Royal Mail take that opportunity to correct this rather embarrassing error. 
Whilst Royal Mail can be forgiven for the Emile/Emil oversight they should perhaps have 
ensured that the colour and date of this particular Royal Mail stamp issue were correctly 
labelled on this new Smilers sheet.  

 

 Wembley "Emile" error sheets appear on eBay  

Despite Royal Mail efforts to re-call the Wembley "EMILE" error sheets (see news item below) a 
number appear to have slipped through the net as one New York-based dealer is offering these 
for sale on eBay. We are monitoring sales and will provide a further update on these error 
sheets next month.  

 New Royal Mail Smilers® publicity pamphlet issued featuring the Harry Potter Smilers 
Sheets   

Royal Mail have issued a new Smilers publicity pamphlet (Ref: RMJ101DL) to coincide with the 
release of the Harry Potter Smilers sheets which are due to be released on the 17th July 2007. 
Customers can now order personalised versions of the Harry Potter Generic stamp sheet using 
the application form included with the pamphlet or directly on-line at 
www.royalmail.com/customised.  

      



Royal Mail have provided a reference code of DS17 for the Harry Potter Smilers stamp which is 
illustrated in the pamphlet. There are however 5 different stamp designs which appear on the 
personalised sheet. 

 First London 2010 Smilers® Sheet from Rushstamps   

Rushstamps have released a new Smilers Sheet in support of the 2010 London Stamp Show 
event which features a 1902 King Edward VII - 1 shilling value (SG-257) in the label design.  
The sheet had been planned for some time but delayed until final approvals had been received 
from the organising committee of the London 2010 Stamp Show event. This explains why Royal 
Mail have printed this sheet featuring the King Edward VII stamp which would otherwise 
contravene their regulations on such matters. Whilst this is being marketed as the first in a 
number of sheets to be released between now and 2010 in support of the event, no additional 
Themed Smilers sheets are planned in the near future although rumour has it that we may see 
a Business Customised Stamp Sheet from Rushstamps in support of this event. The sheet is 
featured the June 2007 New Issues section. 

 Three New "Out of this World" Smilers® Sheets   

Universal Translations (Gary Harrop) is offering three stunning new Smilers Sheets on eBay 
which, although expensive, have taken overprinted themed smilers sheets to a new level of 
sophistication that many of us can only aspire to.   

We recently introduced a "minimum availability" listing criteria to encourage larger print runs of 
the themed sheets and to discourage a disturbing trend we had seen of difficult to find and 
expensive smilers. To qualify for a listing under the Themed Smilers section we now suggest 
that a minimum of 10 sheets should be made available to the public, but we would be interested 
in your views.  

Given this criteria two of these sheets, "The Triffid Nebula" and "The Creation", have an 
availability of 10 or more sheets and as such are featured in the June 2007 New Issues list. The 
other sheet, "The Eagle Nebula",   although apparently 17 were produced, over half appear to 
have been damaged in the overprinting process leaving only 8 sheets available for sale to the 
public.  

 Stevenage Borough FC - FA Trophy Finalists  

TMH Stamps, working with Stevenage Borough FC, have produced an attractive customised 
Smiler Sheets and commemorative cover celebrating Stevenage Borough FC's recent success 
at the New Wembley Stadium in overcoming Kidderminster Harriers in the final of the FA Trophy 
held at Wembley on 12 May 2007. Whilst it is believed that the majority if not all of these Smilers 
sheets were quickly snapped up by collectors and local supporters of the club, we understand a 
number of the commemorative covers still remain for sale from TMH Stamps.   

 

 Isle of White Error Sheets - Update  

We have been tracking the sales of the Isle of White error sheets on eBay and can report that 
we have identified at least 26 sheets which have sold on eBay to 10th June. Another 5 sheets 
did not reach their reserve price or failed to sell first time round but at least one of these 
appears to have sold recently for £800 - almost twice its original asking price. 



There are currently 7 sheets of this error for sale on eBay with prices generally around the 
£500-£800 mark. The Daily Mail seems to have latched on to this hot piece of philatelic news (!) 
and reported the eBay antics in its 17th May edition.  Interestingly our earlier tongue-in-cheek 
quip regarding a red-faced Royal Mail seems to have made it through to the Daily Mail copy 
who appear to have (unashamedly) plagiarized us in their article - philately will get get you 
somewhere it seems!    

 New Elm Park Smilers Sheets - Fiesta 2007  

News has reached us of a new Smilers sheet from the same folks who brought us the I Love 
Elm Park and Elmer the Elf Smilers sheets. The Elm Park Precinct Regeneration Committee 
(EPPRC) have announced the issue of a new themed Smilers Sheet to coincide with their 
Fiesta 2007 event - a sort of urban fete - which commenced on 2nd June 2007. We understand 
that EPPRC produced 50 Smilers sheets featuring a new label design and of these 50 sheets, 
40 have been torn split in half to produce 40 pairs of half sheets which went on sale at Elm Park 
at 9am on 2nd June 2007.  

 

We further understand from the organisers that the remaining 10 whole sheets will be auctioned 
on eBay. All proceeds from the sale of half sheets and whole sheets will be ploughed back into 
the Elm Park Precinct. The committee have expressed a desire that the sale of the sheets to the 
public should be both controlled and restricted to one pair of half sheets per person to avoid 
speculators cornering the market. This is highly responsible and is to be commended - well 
done Elm Park! The stamps were available affixed to commemorative post cards dated 2nd 
June 2007. Supplies are likely to be limited and much sought after by Smilers collectors. 

 175th Anniversary of the Birth of Lewis Carroll - New SmilersTM Sheet from AG Bradbury  

AG Bradbury have announced the release of a delightful new Smilers Sheet to commemorate 
the 175th Anniversary of the birth of Lewis Carroll, due for release in July/August later this year. 
With a limited printing of just 400 this is likely to prove popular so we recommend you order 
yours early. Further details of how to buy this sheet and a pre-release illustration can be found 
in  

 New Harry Potter SmilersTM Sheet due in July  

Royal Mail is to issue a Harry Potter Smilers sheet on 17 July to coincide with the publication of 
the last Harry Potter book due on 21 July. The sheet is printed by Cartor in litho, using 
thermachromic ink. The 4 x 5 1st class stamps used in the sheet design are those announced 
for a miniature sheet featuring the Hogwarts crest and the crests of its 4 school houses - 
Hufflepuff, Slytherin, Ravenclaw and Gryffindor. The first image shows an extract of the new 
sheet in its "cold" state. The full sheet image on the right reveals the spells when the 
thermachromic ink is warmed. What a whiz of an idea! see New Issues for further information. 



Harry Potter Smilers sheet in cold state..... ...apply heat and the spells are revealed!

 Three new customised Smilers® sheets from Rushstamps  

Rushstamps have rushed out thee new Smilers sheets this month!  Two, almost identical, 
sheets have been issued which commemorate (!) the centenary of scouting. Both sheets feature 
GB scouting stamps from 1957 in the label design. Interestingly the label designs breach Royal 
Mail's rules on what can and what cannot be depicted on customised smilers sheets. Royal Mail 
specifically have banned the depiction of Royal Mail stamps (both decimal and pre-decimal) on 
customised smilers although it is acceptable to reproduce such images on Business 
Customised sheets - work that one out!  Take our advice and buy one now while you still can - 
they may be short lived!  The third sheet is another philatelic inspired themed sheet 
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the British Graphite lined stamps from 1957 - see New 
Issues for further information 

 New Cricketing themed Smilers® sheet from Bletchley Park  

Issued on the 17th May to coincide with the opening Test match to be played at Lord's between 
England and the West Indies, the label design features the Wisden Trophy which has been 
competed for between these two nations since 1963. A matching first day cover has also been 
issued. Both the Smilers sheet and commemorative cover are available from the Bletchley Park 
Post Office website - see New Issues. 

 Elmer the Elf appears at last!  

The Elm Park Retail Association (believed to be producer of the I LOVE ELM PARK smilers 
sheet that appeared in the summer last year) were again busy over the Christmas period 
inventing a new character and producing more smilers - ELMER THE ELF. The wee beastie 
appeared on a Christmas Smilers sheet (and Christmas Cards too!) which we understand were 
produced to promote the shopping precinct at Elm Park. The sheets seemed to disappear and 
we had thought lost to the local community but some four months later they appeared on eBay. 
The Christmas card shows off Elmer in seasonal mood. A total of 50 sheets were printed and 
we understand that the majority of sheets were split into halves and sold to the local community 
with specially printed Christmas cards (see illustration). We further understand that 
approximately 10 whole sheets have survived intact.   

 



 White Ensign Re-Prints produce new shade variety  

The White Ensign Smilers sheets went “off-sale” on 20th June 2006 and its 
customised equivalent at the end of March 2007. Recently it has been discovered 
that at least two printings of each sheet exist and these are relatively easy to 
identify. The original printing of the generic sheet (SC ref: GS-027) is shown at left 
and the re-printed sheet (SC Ref: GS-027a) at right 

     

The Green and Yellow colours are markedly different with the re-print brighter and more vibrant. 
There are also notably differences in the reds on the flags. Similar colour differences are also 
apparent when comparing some of the earlier customised smiler sheets printings with the more 
recently printed customised sheets, indicating at least one re-print was also made of the 
customised version of the sheet (SC Ref: CS-024). The re-reprint appears to have been 
introduced relatively recently for the customised sheets.  The Arthur Martin-Leake Customised 
Smilers sheet (SC Ref: TS-074) was printed in September 2006 and is from the original printing. 
The Raising the White Ensign Customised Smilers sheet (SC Ref: TS-119) was printed in 
February 2007 and therefore the change of stocks appear to have occurred between October 
06 and January 07.  Both colour variants will be separately identified in an update in the next 
edition of the  Smilers Catalogue. 

 Wembley Stadium Smilers Sheet - Errors reported  

The New Wembley Stadium Smilers sheet due out on the 17th May 2007 has also been 
recalled by Royal Mail from key account holders due to a spelling error in the 1948 label. Emile 
is spelt incorrectly, the correct spelling is Emil. In addition at least two or three other labels look 
a little suspect so watch out for further changes from the pre-release artwork. With the Glorious 
England and Machin Smilers sheets all requiring changes this makes a hat trick of "own goals" 
by Royal Mail this year - come on you reds .... 

 

 It will be all WHITE on the night!  

Royal Mail have had to recall all the Glorious England Smilers sheets previously distributed to 
dealers and due for issue on 23rd April 2007. The sheet contained an unfortunate error on one 
particular label depicting The Needles at the Isle of Wight. In an inexplicable moment, Royal 
Mail re-named the island the Isle of White and as a result are now somewhat red-faced - at 
least both colours are in keeping with the Smilers sheet theme! Read more at local papers Daily 
Echo and at The Isle of Wight County Echo. It also featured in the nationals, see what The Sun 
and Daily Express had to say. 



 

 Earl Shilton Scouting Sheet - Update  

The Earl Shilton Scouting Smilers sheet announced in March has now been delivered to 
customers who pre-ordered the sheet. Along with the order came news of production problems 
at Royal Mail. The themed customised Smilers Sheet was to have been printed using the White 
Ensign format. Apparently. when the sheets were received by Rushstamps they were so badly 
damaged they had to be returned to Royal Mail for re-printing. Compounding this error Royal 
Mail advised that they had de-commissioned the machine used to print the gummed smilers 
sheets (they went off sale at the end of March officially). As a consequence Rushstamps quickly 
re-designed the labels and have supplied the sheet printed on the Red, White and Blue format 
sheets (DS01).  

           

We understand that despite initially advising Rushstamps that the machine had been 
decommissioned Royal Mail have agreed to re-print 100 sheets using the White Ensign format 
and if received these may be made available to customers who pre-ordered the original issue.  

 Bletchley Park Post Office/AG Bradbury Battle of Britain Business 
Customised Smilers Sheet   

AG Bradbury and Bletchley Park Post Office have collaborated to produce a delightful Business 
Customised Smilers Sheet commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain 
Memorial Flight (1957-2007) which is due for issue in May. Both companies will be selling the 
sheet which features 10 x 1st Union Flag plus labels and border featuring Would War II war 
planes. One for the thematic collector - with only 500 sheets being printed get your order in 
early. More details available from AG Bradbury. 

 Civil Defence Association release new Themed Customised Smilers Sheet  

In keeping with what is now a relatively long tradition of using the themed customised smilers 
format in connection with the production of its commemorative covers, the Civil Defense 
Association have released a brand new customised Smilers sheet featuring the Union Flag 
Smilers stamp plus a n adjacent label featuring the Civil Defence Association Crown/CD logo 
and a George Cross. The Smilers stamp and label will appear on a commemorative cover due 
for release in June 2007. Further information provided under New Issues. 



 Two New Smilers Sheets from The Strand Stamp Centre  

The Strand Stamp Centre are planning on two new business customised Smilers Sheets which 
are expected to appear in the next few months, exact release dates are unknown. The first, as 
announced in the Smilers Catalogue published in February 2007, is a new sheet celebrating the 
3rd series of the New Dr. Who TV show on the BBC. The second sheet features the cast and 
characters of Torchwood, the Dr. Who spin-off, screened earlier this year by the BBC. 

 Machin Smilers Sheet - Design Update  

We understand from sources within Royal Mail that the Machin Smilers Sheet due out later this 
year (as featured in the Smilers Catalogue) and as illustrated under the Generic Sheets, may 
differ from the pre-issue publicity image supplied by Royal Mail. Apparently the £1 value has 
had to be removed as this is still a valid postage value. We also understand that all Machin 
stamp images will now be "cancelled" by the inclusion of a diagonal (black) line in the bottom 
right hand corner of each image. 

 Airbus A380 Smilers Sheet now due in August   

Buckingham Covers are advertising at their website that they will have their long  waited Maiden 
Flight of the Airbus A380 Smilers sheet available from 23rd May 2007. However, we have heard 
that this may be delayed until August or later. Further details are included under the New Issues 
section. 

 New Falklands War Business Customised Sheet from Buckingham  

Buckingham Covers have announced a new Business Customised Smilers Sheet 
commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Falklands War. Further details are 
included under the New Issues section. 


